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Activity measurements in nuclear medicine using so called "radionuclide calibrators" or
11activimeters" have been performed for several decades and their reliability has varied. is paper
presents comparison of data obtained in annual accuracy checks during the last decade in the Czech
Republic, which were carried out by Czech Metrological Institute, Inspectorate for Ionizing Radiation
(CMI IIR). Since there is a legal requirement of annual accuracy checks [1 2 all of 48 Nuclear
Medicine departments the Czech Republic have participated the survey.

During the last decade the system of accuracy checks has undergone a gradual development. In the
initial system one radionuclide sample out of the offer-list was prepared and its activity measured by
4ny reference chamber. The sample was then sent to the participants, who measured for them an
unknown activity and filled out the questionnaire. Later the answers were evaluated in CMI IR. This
system was found unsatisfactory, mostly because of the long time intervals between the measurement
and evaluation of results.

Therefore a different system, under which each participant can choose for the accuracy check all the
radionuclides from the offered set, was first tried in the year 2000. The offered set is being gradually
enlarged, so in 2001 it consisted of four nuclides 99-rc, 1 I 67 Ga and 20 'TI. Solution samples (5 l
volume in 10 ml standard serum bottle - the most common in the CR) are prepared in advance from
all the nuclides except for 99Fc and measured with 4ny chamber to obtain a conventionally true value
of activity. In case of '9rc is as the true value considered the activity measured with CMI's
activirrieter whose calibration is periodically compared with 4ny chamber measurements.

The 'inspector in charge of the checks rides about the country in a week series and in cooperation with
the hospital staff perforins the checks of accuracy. The main advantage of this approach is that the
results are known immediately and possible error can be easily traced down.

T'he data from the beginning of 90's were compared with those obtained during the last years. In
general, it has been shown that after a great change in available devices and used radionuclides, the
situation has stabilized.

The most common activimeters in 1991 were Robotron (VEB Robotron Dresden, DDR) 27 of
devices), NNG 601 (Tesla Premy§leni, CSSR) 26%) and Curiementor (PTW Freiburg, BRD) 20%).
After detection of a design error of NNG 601 during the first large national comparison in 1991, these
devices were replaced by other calibrators.

During the decade Curiementors gained a majority 56% of activirrieters used in 2001). The second
most frequent activimetr 36%) of comparable quality is Bqmeter (Konsorcium BQM, Czech
Republic), whose first type was introduced in 1992.

Comparison of deviations from the conventionally true value of measured activity of these two most
common devices shows that white Bqmeters are likely to overestimate the measured activity,
Curiementors almost always underestimate it. Fig. I shows the case for 99rTc.

As most of the hospitals measure activity in syringes, CMI recommends performing the accuracy
checks for them too. The mean values of deviations of activity measurements in syringes, without use
of any correction factor, are shifted from those in bottles by about 35%, see Fig. 
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Possibly due to the regular controls of the devices, nowadays the majority of them meets the limit of
maximum allowed deviation from the conventionally true value of activity (Tab. 1). In case the limit
value is exceeded, a possible reason is searched for - whether a technician's error has occurred or
whether repair or replacement of the device is needed.
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Fig. Distribution of the results of the 99M Tc comparison, Ai is activity measured by the participant,

Aoi activity measured by CM1 11R.

When we assign so called order of usage equal to I to the most frequently used radionuclide and 2 3
etc. to others, then from the weighted average of this parameter (WAU) we can follow a change of
preferences of usage of different radionuclides, see Tab. 2 Naturally, the most frequently used
radionuclide remains to be 99rc, whose frequency of use has even fur&r increased. While both the
number of users and WAU of 3 11 have been slightly dropping, the WAU of some other nuclides has

been gradually rising.

"'I 11 0,957,7T,90-1,10 1 0,85-1,15 year I 99 I '91 I 99 I 1

2001 114% 97,14% IOW nuclide WAU No. of users

1996 1 93,33% 97,78% 9911TC 1,09 09 1,04 45 46 48
1991 80,00% 0/ -7TI-1- 2,02 203 2,27 41 38 30

TI 3,27 257 2,67 1 5 2 2 
Tab. 1: Distribution of results from ... In 5,50 330 2,60 4 1 0 10
comparison of "'I activity measurement
(percentage of results within given range of Tab. 2 Number of users and weighted average
CMI value) of usage WAU) of some radionuclides

In an international comparison organized by CMI IIR in 2001 (participants: Slovak Metrological

Institute (Slovak Republic), Bundesamt fuer Eich- und Vermessungswessen (Austria) and CMI IIR)

activity determined by activimetres were compared with the activity value obtained using y
reference chamber. A good agreement (difference up to 3 %) was found in case of 131CS, 131i, 99ruTC

and 6'Ga. Values of activity 123, measured by activimetres were in a good agreement with each other,

but not with 4ry chamber. This enabled to point out an error in calibration of 47cy reference chamber.
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